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Leys Children’s Centre: Working with Families Outdoors
Introduction
The Nature Effect team were delighted to be invited
to work with the Leys Children's Centre to develop
their work with families outdoors.  After an initial
survey and consultation it was agreed to  begin with
a transformational redesign of the sandpit area and
the mound and to create seating around the tree.
The staff and parents were involved in the design of
these new features and the Nature effect team
worked with staff and parents over a series of stay
and play sessions - each one focussing on a different
element of playing and learning with nature, and
making improvements to the
outdoor space around the
centre.  The staff undertook
observations and recordings
of the positive impact this
had on the children and
families.  Thanks to Nature effect
associates Stuart Turner, Phil Pritchard, Hannah
Fenton and Stig.  To Jenny of Earth Trust for
consultation with parents and to Mark Lee from
Outside Oxford for final design and build of the
sandpit and landscaping.

Annie Davy 
Director of The Nature Effect
www.TheNatureEffect.co.uk
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Foreword 
At the Leys Children's Centre we recognise the
important role that play has for young children's
learning.  We aspire to provide exciting and we hope,
inspirational spaces for children to allow this to take
place.  In particular, we know that being in the
outdoors, close to nature and in all weathers helps
children to learn more about their world and their
place in it.  We also recognise that not all families

have easy access to the outdoors.
With this in mind, we

initiated a project to
improve our outdoor
environment.  
It was important that
we involved everyone

in helping us to do
this, so we focused on

getting ideas and thoughts
from families, members of the

team and experts in outdoor play.  
We hope that you enjoy the
results as much as we do!

Amanda Powell
Head of Leys 
Children's Centre
www.theleyschildrenscentre.org

Helping to make a wormery

Learning about containers in the sunshine



Before the outside development:
•  There was a small sandpit where families liked to

gather. The play taking place in the sandpit was
mainly digging and transferring sand.

•  The mound was very popular with the children for
running and rolling balls down gutters. This caused
the grass to become worn and muddy. The play
could become repetitive and not challenging.

•  Imaginative play was seldom observed on a regular
basis. 

•  There was little climbing and  the opportunities for
children to learn about  risks and become more
independent in assessing and taking risks safely
were limited. 

•  Plastic resources were dominant in the
environment, limiting  the flexible responses and
learning opportunities that
come with open ended natural
materials and resources.

•  Families did not have easy
access to the raised garden by
the shed so the growing garden
area was not used on a daily or
regular basis.

Some previously popular areas
such as the outdoor covered
picnic area, the fire-pit and dens
had become worn and in need
of a facelift. 
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Aims and outcomes:
•  To develop an outdoor environment that

supports physical health and learning of
children, and is restorative and welcoming:
supporting  mental health and positive
community relationships for parents/carers and
children together.

•  To support staff and children in developing their
outdoor learning. A unique outdoor learning
environment which is owned by children and
staff and which supports engagement in
exploration, discovery and learning for all.

•  To develop a series of community involvement
activities and events during Stay and Play over
the course of the project, to engage parents and
children in the creation and development of the
improvements to the outdoor area.

•  Provide new opportunities for sand and water
play and refresh some current areas or items of
equipment. 

“The mound by
the sandpit was 'boggy' a
lot of the time before the

changes. It didn't seem to
matter how many times the
grass was reseeded it always

went to mud.”
A parent

“I thought at first
the uneven surfaces were

dangerous. Now I know the
variety of surfaces are good for

the children's physical
development it is fine. The

children love it.”
A parent
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On-going conversations: 
Involving Families in the 
project at every stage

•  Families had the opportunity to share their
opinions on what they liked in the outside spaces
and gave suggestions on preferences. During child-
initiated play the children placed stickers on the
areas that they like to go and explore.

•  Information was shared and thoughts gathered
through informal interviews and interactive
displays in the main play room. Planned activity
days were also promoted on the display board and
also by flyers being handed out to families during
Stay and Play sessions.

•  Staff and parent/carers participated in a
presentation on the importance of outside play and
learning. 
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•  Alongside the sandpit the mound area was
developed to include a variety of surfaces. A
natural, seating area was built around
the tree. The space behind the
tree was cleared to create
more space to be used by
the families.

•  Young children enjoy the
challenging gradient from
the sandpit to the tree.

•  Parents, carers, staff and children alike enjoy the
new circular seat around the tree - which is used for
sitting, talking, stepping, climbing, and for
story/singing time. 

"Every time 
I come into the

garden it gets better
and better.”

A parent

First development: Sandpit build
and climbing / bench area

•  A large sandpit was planned to enable
children of all ages to access. The frame
of the sandpit would also provide a
climbing experience with the 'steps' of
wood being of different heights.

•  The new sand area has enabled families
to interact together and to support
imaginative and physical play. It has
become a focal point for learning to take
place.

•  The larger sandpit has also supported
greater participation where the children
have engaged more in dramatic play as
they 'cook', construct roadways, dig tunnels and
enjoy the sensory experience.



Above: Before - former mud kitchen area
Below: After - turning an unused corner into a 
mud kitchen - a communication-friendly space
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Above: Before - inaccessible growing area and shed
Below: After - shed and growing area made

accessible by cutting child sized side door in shed

Above: Before - sandpit and worn grass area
Below: After - sandpit opened up with far greater 

possibilities  for play and learning

“It’s good, 
I like it because you

can use the buckets to
make sand castles.”

A child



Above: Before - muddy slope  Below: After - multi surfaced usable slope & circular tree seat Above: Before - firepit and woodstore   Below: After - firepit and new woodstore
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"I love to 
sit during singing 

time under the tree 
on the new circular

bench”
A parent



Learning how to handle worms, carefully
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Mud, Growing Food and
learning about Worms

•  The 'mud kitchen' was not being well
used, nor was the growing garden.

•  We tried relocating the mud kitchen to
under the trees by the shed.

•  The growing garden was made more
accessible by removing a piece of fence,
and cutting a child sized door into the
side of the shed facing the garden. 

•  The water butts were brought back into
use and staff and children grew new
vegetables in the growing area. 

•  Families had the opportunity to make
their own wormery during a 'Stay and
Play' session.  A large wormery was also
made with help from the families. The
children enjoyed taking part in every step
of the hands on activity both as
individuals and as a group, developing
their social skills.



Above and below-left: Learning new skills and co-creating new spaces- building the bug hotel

Below: the finished bug hotel ready for wildlife to move in

“Absolutely
fantastic, very

creative”
A parent
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Bug hunting: Learning about Wildlife
and caring for living things

•  The children were fascinated searching for bugs
under logs in the wilderness garden. They showed
natural enthusiasm in discovering lots of different
creatures, which encouraged various descriptive
words being exchanged between adult and child.

•  A bug hotel was constructed with guidance from
Stuart and Phil. The children developed skills in
using tools; helping with the drilling into the wood
and collecting materials to go inside the hotel.
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Dens - a quiet place to enjoy a book outdoors

Den building
On the den building focus day we used a range of
flexible materials - parachutes, cargo nets, cloths and
ropes to build a range of dens with the children. 

We also looked at creating and improving some
more permanent den type spaces; including covering
an old bike rack with cargo nets to create a tunnel
and building 'pallet dens' (a prototype design!) with
turf roofs. 

•  The children found it exciting to create their own
special place which is on their own scale and where
grown-ups can't go.  Different secret places were
created where the children could enjoy a small, cosy
place to read, a place to communicate in a small
group, or a place to hide from the outside world.



Above: Milking Rosy the cow
Below: Bringing the firepit area back into use

Mixing pancakes to cook in the redesigned fire pit
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Pedalling the smoothie-maker by hand to make
nutricious and delicious drinks

Learning to make butter
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Celebration day:  Food glorious food
A variety of activities were planned to support
outside learning and to celebrate the new outside
development. 

•  The old fire pit area was redesigned to enable the
preparing and cooking of pancakes. Children were
helped to create a spark for the lighting of the fire.
Lots of patience was needed!

•  A new woodstore was created, opening up space
and making the area more practical.

•  Making your own smoothie using pedal power 
proved to be fun, with tasty results. The families
chose what type of fruit they wanted to be included
in their drink then pushed the pedals to make the
liquidizer work.

•  Rosy the 'cow' was milked by several families which
fascinated the children. The milk needed to be
shaken hard and for a long time before it changed
into buttermilk.



Co-created dens and vertical drawing spaces

Learning new skills and co-creating new spaces 
- using real tools with support

Learning new skills and manual dexterity
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On reflection:
Impact on the work of the centre with children and
families: 

•  The outdoor development has supported more
social interactions. Creating communication
friendly spaces have been a focus during this
project. Children regularly visit the special, quiet
areas and enjoy talking together. Families are also
able to share thoughts and ideas together in the
refurbished areas in the centre, which are more
welcoming and relaxing.

•  Observations show that the children are becoming
more involved in their play and are more creative.
The new sandpit area is the main contributor
towards this extension in the children's play. Also,
there is a wider variety of natural resources and
areas where observations show more open ended
play and interactions.

•  The number of families has risen attending the
Stay and Play sessions since the changes to the
outdoor environment. The Tuesday session
attendance has increased by 16% and the Friday
attendance has increased by 25.5%.

•  Families visit the outside area more often, even in
poorer weather. Children choose whether they
want to explore outside.  This has been supported
by the installation of plastic, transparent blinds  in
doorways to encourage free flow movement.

Above: Learning new skills - co-creating new spaces
Below: Play and learning - saving rain water watering plants
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Above: before - crumbling mosaic by front gate
Below: after - a new trelis, raised bed and seat

Above: before - assessing the play value of plastic toys
Below: after - the new ‘Toddler Tower’ in action
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About The Nature Effect
The Nature Effect is a community interest
company bringing together a skilled group of
associates.  We offer project management and
personal, professional and comment development
opportunities - connecting people to their earth.
For more info email: thenatureeffect@gmail.com
or visit our website:

www.TheNatureEffect.co.uk  

About The Leys Children’s Centre
The children's centre is here to help local families
by providing information, advice and support. 
We aim to provide a warm, safe and welcoming
environment where children and families feel
valued and listened to. There are a variety of
activities on offer for all parents, grandparents and
carers with children aged under 5 years.

The Leys Children Centre, Cuddesdon Corner,
61-63 Cuddesdon Way, Blackbird Leys, 
Oxford  OX4 6SB Tel: 01865 773263

To find out more visit our website: 

www.theleyschildrencentre.org

Next steps
The water play and mud kitchen need to be
developed and established near the picnic shelter.
Plans are underway.


